
Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM
Humpstor or All-Terrain Storage Box (Not Included)70800,801,82011
70805 - Base foam--22
70805 - Side Foam--43
70805 - Base End Foam--24
70805 - Foam Filler Strip--45
70805 - Back Foam Filler Strip--26
70805 - Foam Center Strip--27
70805 - Top Foam Hold Down--18
70805 - Top Foam Hold Down Foam Spacer--19
70805 - Rifle Rack Left Gun Rack--110
70805 - Rifle Rack Right Gun Rack111
Plastic Anchor #8 x 1-1/2" 10013161512

70805 - Cuddle Snug Custom Gun Carrying 
System for the DU-HA Humpstor or All 

Terrain (Fits 70800, 70801, 70820)

Humpstor &
All-Terrain

Cuddle Snug Custom Gun Carrying System for the DU-HA 
Humpstor or All TerrainStep 1: Layout the parts to determine the 
parts. Find the base foam parts (2) they should measure 7-1/4"x 11-13/16" 
and should be 2 of them. Next find the 2 foam center strips they should be 
1-3/4" wide x 11-13/16" (7). If you are using for one AR type rifle see 
next page.
Step 2: Attach the base foam (2) to the foam center strip (7) using 3 
plastic anchors (12). Attach foam center strip (7) centered on base foam 
(2) there should be 2-3/4" on each side of the foam center stip. Attach by 
screwing the plastic anchors (12) through the bottom of the foam base (2) 
and thread into the foam center strip (7), place 2 about 1" from ends and 
center the other one.
Step 3: Install the Humpstor Gun Racks (10 & 11) into the Humpstor Base 
(1) with the 2 slots facing upward. Slide them into the channel slots in the 
side walls of the Humpstor Base (1), make sure the slots for the gun are 
opposite each other. They are designed to be installed in the 2nd slot from 
the end (as shown) in the Humstor Base (1). To install rotate horizontally 
above slot and rotate downward and slide into slot. Note - Stock of gun 
should rest in large groove; barrel should rest in small groove.
Step 4: Place your guns inside the Humpstor (1) (scope down) to 
determine if the Humpstor Gun Racks (10 & 11) need to be repositioned. 
They can be moved inward or outward in the 3 slots.
Step 5: Install the 4 side foam pieces (3) slide them up into the channels 
on top, you may need to pull out on top ledge to get them installed. If you 
moved the gun racks you may need to cut the foam to make them fit. Step 
6: Next install the base foam (2) with the center foam strip (7), press them 
into place so they hold the side foam (3) in postion.  If you moved the gun 
racks (10&11) you will need to cut the base foam (2) and use the cut part 
to fill the void created.
Step 7: Insert base end foam (4) and back foam filler strip (6) on each end 
as shown.
Step 8: Place your gun back in the Humpstor and measure in front of and 
behind your scope to determine the size of the foam filler strips (5) you 
need to cut. Once determined you can cut the foam filler strips (5) and 
place in the Humpstor base (1) loose or you can use the plastic anchors 
(12) to attach them to the base foam.
Step 9:  With the guns installed pivot the center wire brace from the 
Humpstor base back into position and set the top foam hold down (8) on it 
so the slot in the bottom slides over the center wire brace. Close the lid, it 
should put some pressure on the top hold down (8), if it does not you can 
attach the top hold down spacer (9) to the to the top of the top hold down 
(8) using 1 or 2 plastic anchors (12). 4
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Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM
Humpstor or All-Terrain Storage Box (Not Included)70800,801,82011
70805 - Base foam--22
70805 - Side Foam--43
70805 - Base End Foam--24
70805 - Foam Filler Strip--45
70805 - Back Foam Filler Strip--26
70805 - Foam Center Strip--27
70805 - Top Foam Hold Down--18
70805 - Top Foam Hold Down Foam Spacer--19
70805 - Rifle Rack Left Gun Rack--110
70805 - Rifle Rack Right Gun Rack111
Plastic Anchor #8 x 1-1/2" 10013161512

70805 - Accessory (2022) - AR Rack (Fits
70800, 70801, 70820)

Humpstor &
All-Terrain

AR Rifle Rack Installation

Step 1: Layout the parts to determine the parts. Find the base foam 
parts (2) they should measure 7-1/4"x 11-13/16" and should be 2 of 
them. Next find the 2 foam center strips they should be 1-3/4" wide x 
11-13/16" (7).
Step 2: Install the Humpstor Gun Racks (10 & 11) into the Humpstor
Base (1). Slide them into the channel slots in the side walls of the
Humpstor Base (1) with the single slots facing upward. They are
designed to be installed in the 2nd slot from the end (as shown) in the
Humstor Base (1). To install rotate horizontally above slot and rotate
downward and slide into slot.
Step 3: Place your AR or rifle inside the Humpstor (1) (scope down) to
determine if the Humpstor Gun Racks (10 & 11) need to be
repositioned. They can be moved inward or outward in the 3 slots.
Step 4: Attach the base foam (2) to the foam center trip (7) using 3
plastic anchors (12). Attach foam center strip (7), position next to
scope so it will support the scope. Attach by screwing the plastic
anchors (12) through the bottom of the foam base (2) and thread into
the foam center strip (7), place 2 about 1" from ends and center the
other one. Leave out of Humpstor and install back in after step 5.
Step 5: Install the 4 side foam pieces (3) slide them up into the
channels on top, you may need to pull out on top ledge to get them
installed. If you moved the gun racks you may need to cut the foam to
make them fit.
Step 6: Next install the base foam (2) with the center foam strip (7),
press them into place so they hold the side foam (3) in postion.  If you
moved the gun racks (10&11) you will need to cut the base foam (2)
and use the cut part to fill the void created.
Step 7: Insert base end foam (4) and back foam filler strip (6) on each
end as shown.
Step 8: Place your gun back in the Humpstor and measure in front of
and behind your scope to determine the size of the foam filler strips (5)
you need to cut. Once determined you can cut the foam filler strips (5)
and place in the Humpstor base (1) loose or you can use the plastic
anchors (12) to attach them to the base foam.
Step 9:  With the gun installed pivot the center wire brace from the
Humpstor base back into position and set the top foam hold down (8)
on it so the slot in the bottom slides over the center wire brace. Close
the lid, it should put some pressure on the top hold down (8), if it does
not you can attach the top hold down spacer (9) to the to the top of
the top hold down (8) using 1 or 2 plastic anchors (12).
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